Safe Patient Handling

Occupational Safety Services
• For any questions or concerns regarding safe patient
handling equipment and techniques, please contact
Evan Corbett or Devlin Gilmour Ford in Occupational
Safety.
•

Office Hours – Monday to Friday
0700-1500
ext. 2260
ecorbett@qhc.on.ca
dgilmourford@qhc.on.ca

Here at QHC
• Here at QHC, we use a variety of safe patient handling
equipment to ensure patient and caregiver safety during
patient transfers and repositioning tasks
• Always consult the patient’s care plan and perform a prehandling check (see attached document) prior to performing
any patient handling task
• This presentation will focus on the key pieces of equipment
used here at QHC and will provide education on safe use
and troubleshooting

Ceiling Lifts
• QHC uses primarily the Handicare C-625 (# indicates
weight capacity) fixed ceiling lift with a straight track or X-Y
system. We do not have the power traverse function on our
units. Please watch the video below for more information.
• Video

Slings
• QHC has a variety of reusable slings to fit the patient needs.
These come in a range of sizes, styles and fabrics. Always
look at the tag on the slings for important information
surrounding type, size and weight capacity.
• The three main styles at QHC are:
1. Universal sling
2. Hammock sling
3. Positioning sling

Universal Sling
• See attached handout and the video below for detailed
information around the use of a Universal sling. Please
watch the video below for more information.

• Video

Hammock Sling
• See attached handout and the video below for detailed
information around the use of a Hammock sling. Please
watch the video below for more information.
• Video

Positioning Sling
• See attached handout and the video below for detailed
information around the use of a Positioning sling. Please
watch the video below for more information.
• Video

HoverJack and HoverMatt
• The HoverJack and HoverMatt is an air transfer system
used for raising or lowering patients and for lateral supine
transfers
• See attached handout and the video below for detailed
information around the use of the HoverJack/HoverMatt
system. Please watch the video below for more information.
• Video

Conclusion
• Please use your colleagues, therapy teams, and other
support staff as day-to-day resources
• Follow unit-specific policies and procedures
• Please reach out to Occupational Safety for any additional
questions or concerns (contact information above)

Thank you and good luck!

UNIVERSAL SLING
WHAT IS IT USED FOR?
The universal sling is the sling of choice for:
 Bed to chair transfers
 Bed to commode transfers
 Patients requiring full lateral support (i.e., stroke)

HOW DO I USE THE SLING?
Applying Sling:

If the patient is lying apply sling by using safe turning techniques to
roll the patient and place sling underneath. If the patient is unable to
assist with rolling, load sling with friction reducing positioning
sheets.
If the patient is sitting, cue patient to lean forward and positioning
the sling at mid back level.
Ensure the sling is positioned correctly:
o
Top of sling across patient’s shoulder
o
Bottom of ‘U’ just below patient’s coccyx
Pull the leg straps under the patient’s legs and cross through each
other.

Attaching to Track:
 Lower and position the carry bar perpendicular to the patient.
 To prevent the carry bar from striking the patient, attached the sling
straps onto the carry bar starting with the legs and moving to the
patient’s head. Use long loops for the legs and short loops at the
shoulders for an upright sitting position.
Transferring the Patient:
 Ask the patient to cross their arms over their chest.
 Using the hand controls, raise the patient until the buttocks clear the surface; assist patient with
legs if required.

Bring the patient into position over the end location and
lower them using the hand controls. Ensure chair brakes are ‘on’.
Have the second person stand behind and guide them into the chair
while tipping the chair back towards you so that they are positioned
back into the chair.

Lower the carry bar below the patients face and detach the
straps. Remove the shoulder straps first. Remove the straps under
their thighs. Where possible ask the patient to assist by shifting
weight from side to side. If the sling is remaining under the patient
while up in the wheelchair, tuck straps under patient and away from
the wheels.

HAMMOCK SLING
WHAT IS IT USED FOR?
The Hammock Sling is the sling of choice
for:






Patients requiring minimum lateral support (have good
sitting balance)
Specific hip positioning (i.e., hip replacement, pins)
A double or high amputation
This sling provides the most comfort

HOW DO I USE THE SLING?
Applying Sling:
 If the patient is lying apply sling by using safe turning techniques to roll the patient and place sling
underneath. If the patient is unable to assist with rolling, load sling with friction reducing
positioning sheets. If the patient is sitting, cue patient to lean forward and positioning the sling at
mid back level.
 Pull the inside portion of each leg strap under the patient’s legs and cross through each other.
 Keep each hip strap on the outside of the patient’s hip. The hip strap always comes through the leg
strap crossing the long through the short.
 To cradle the legs: Place both straps under both of the patient’s upper thighs laying them flat, take
the long hip strap and bring it through the short strap to cradle the patient’s legs.
Attaching to Track:

Lower and position the carry bar
perpendicular to the patient.

To prevent the carry bar from striking
the patient, attached the sling straps onto the
carry bar starting with the legs and moving to
the patient’s head. Use long loops for the legs
and short loops at the shoulders for an
upright sitting position.
Transferring the Patient:
 Ask the patient to
cross their arms over their chest.
 Using the hand
controls, raise the patient until the buttocks clear
the surface; assist
patient with legs if required.
 Bring the patient
into position over the end location and lower them
using the hand
controls. Ensure chair brakes are ‘on’. Have the
second person
stand behind and guide them into the chair while
tipping the chair
back towards you so that they are positioned back
into the chair.
 Lower the carry bar below the patients face and detach the straps. Remove the shoulder straps
first. Remove the straps under their thighs. Where possible ask the patient to assist by shifting
weight from side to side. If the sling is remaining under the patient while up in the wheelchair, tuck
straps under patient and away from the wheels.

POSITIONING SLING
WHAT IS IT?
The positioning sling is used for repositioning in bed. It can only be used
with a ceiling mounted track system. This sling is useful when the
patient is in bed for long periods of time and requires repositioning
often. The Positioning sling remains on the bed at all times. The
positioning sling can also be used for transferring to a stretcher, when a
patient is resistive or aggressive while the caregiver is performing care
and for transferring a fallen patient from the floor.

APPLYING SLING


With the patient supine apply sling by using safe turning techniques to roll the patient and place
sling underneath. If the patient is unable to assist with rolling, load sling with friction reducing
positioning sheets.

BOOSTING IN BED/TRANSFER TO STRETCHER




Lower and position the carry bar lengthwise over the patient.
Hook the sling straps starting at the patients’ feet then head and
shoulders. Attach the middle straps last with each strap opposite.
Use the hand control to raise the carry bar until the patient has just
cleared the bed.
 Reposition the patient to desired
position.
 Using the hand controls lower patient and carry bar until the
tension has been removed from the straps.
 To prevent carry bar from striking the patient, while keeping one
hand on the bar, remove the straps beginning with the straps closest
to the patients head.
 NOTE: When boosting a patient in bed a second sling is needed to
continue to feed the sling through as the sling will continue to move up the bed with every boost. A
second sling should be started to prevent having to reload a new sling.

TURNING IN BED

 Turn the carry bar lengthwise over the patient.
 To improve patient comfort insert a pillow inside the sling under
the patients head.
 Attach the sling straps on the side closest to you. To prevent the
carry bar from striking the patient, start at the patient’s feet.
 For a ‘quick turn’ or to keep the peri area clear for care, attach the
top three straps only
 If the patient is larger or there isn’t enough room in the bed for the
patient to turn; reposition the patient to the opposite side of the bed
prior to completing the turn.





Use the hand controls to raise the carry bar until the patient is
turned to the desired position, on their side.
Position pillows behind the patient and reposition legs if needed.
Using the hand controls, lower the patient and carry bar until the
tension has been removed from the straps. Remove the straps
beginning with the straps closest to the patients head.

LIFTING FROM FLOOR







Apply sling by using safe turning techniques to roll the patient
and place sling underneath. If the patient is unable to assist with rolling, load sling with friction
reducing positioning sheets.
Lower and position the carry bar lengthwise over the patient.
Hook the sling straps starting at the patients’ feet then head and shoulders. Attach the middle
straps last with each strap opposite. Use the same loop for all straps.
Use the hand control to raise the patient until they are just above the bed or stretcher.
Using the hand controls lower patient and carry bar until the tension has been removed from the
straps.
To prevent carry bar from striking the patient, while keeping one hand on the bar, remove the
straps beginning with the straps closest to the patients head.

Hoverjack and Hovermatt Instructions
What is it?

The Hoverjack and Hovermatt is an air transfer system used for raising or lowering patients and for lateral
supine transfers. The Hoverjack and Hovermatt are inflatable mattresses composed of low friction material for
transferring patients with minimal force. There is no weight limit and is appropriate for all patients.

Hovermatt and air pump

Hoverjack

How do you use the Hovermatt and Hoverjack?
 Getting the patient on the Hovermat/Hoverjack
o Position the Hoverjack beside the patient, ensuring the patient’s head will be supported by the mattress.
Be sure to give lots of clearance between the top of the mattress and the patient’s head.
 Make sure the compartment for Valve 1 is against the floor and at the foot end
o Place the Hovermatt directly on top of the Hoverjack with the labels at the foot end
o Log roll the patient away from the jack/mat
 Fold the jack/mat together in half lengthwise and position the folded side close to the patient
 Tuck the folded half of the jack/mat as close to the patient as you can
 Log roll the patient in the other direction onto the other half of the jack/mat and unfold then flatten
the jack/mat
 Roll the patient back onto their back on the jack/mat
 Make sure the patient is centered on the Hoverjack/Hovermatt
 Secure the safety straps over the patient *not too tight*

Fold jack/matt lengthwise

Tuck folded half close to patient

Log roll patient to other side, flatten out jack/mat

Center patient, secure safety straps

 Blowing up the Hoverjack
o Close all four red caps onto the white valves on the Hoverjack
o Plug in the air pump
o Hold the hose over the inlet of valve 1 (closest to the floor)
o Turn on the air pump, when fully inflated remove the hose. The valve
will close itself
o Repeat these steps for Valves 2, 3 and 4 in order
o Turn off the air pump and put the caps on the valves
 Transferring the Hovermatt
o At bed height use the Hovermatt to transfer patient onto a bed/stretcher
o Position the Hoverjack next to the bed/stretcher
o Adjust height of the bed/stretcher slightly below height of the jack/mat
 Make sure brakes are applied of the bed/stretcher
o Turn air pump on
o Release only the Hoverjack straps, leave the Hovermatt straps secured over the patient
o Inflate the Hovermatt by placing and securing the hose in the Hovermatt valve
 Air pump must remain on during transfer to keep the mat inflated
o Complete the transfer and center the patient on the bed/stretcher
o Turn off the air pump
o Retrieve the Hovermatt if no more transfers will be needed
 Reverse process of applying Hoverjack/Hovermatt
o Deflate Hoverjack by releasing the red caps

Position Hoverjack next to bed

Inflate Hovermatt

 Cleaning the Hoverjack/Hovermatt
o Wiped down as per hospital protocol for stretchers and mattresses
o Mattress should be air dried
o Do not put in the dryer

Transfer patient to center of bed

PRE-HANDLING CHECK
When is it safe to perform a Manual Transfer?
When the Patient:

Can bear weight
 Is cooperative
 Is predictable
 Follows directions with prompting
 Can stand with a 1 person assist
 Can sit with minimal assistance
 Has moderate arm strength
Pre-Handling Check:
Patients may vary from day to day or even throughout the day. A quick check must be completed
prior to every manual patient handling situation to determine whether it is safe to move the
patient.
PRE-HANDLING (Standing) CHECKDO THIS BEFORE EACH MANUAL TRANSFER
STRENGTH: Can the person…
If NO to ANY:
In bed: knees bent, lift their hips off bed, and hold 5
you and/or the
seconds?
patient is at risk
In bed: lift each leg up, knee straight, hold for 5 seconds?
OR
of injury
In sitting: hold up each foot, straight knee: 5 seconds?
BALANCE: Can the person…
Sit upright on side of bed with minimal assistance?
COGNITIVE: Can the person…
Understand and follow instructions appropriately and
cooperatively? Is their cognitive status unchanged per
their normal?

USE
MECHANICAL
LIFT

Prior to Manual Handling
1. View the patient care plan (Kardex)
2. Conduct a Pre-Handling Check
3. Ensure that you and your colleagues are ready to move the patient
4. Evaluate the environment and ensure you have all needed equipment and supplies ready
Guidelines for when to Use an Overhead or Mechanical Lift
An overhead or mechanical lift should ALWAYS be used for a patient who:
 Cannot or will not bear weight
 Cannot or will not follow instructions
 Is unable to assist in getting up off the floor
 Is unpredictable in behaviour or physical ability
 Is put at greater risk with a manual transfer
 Staff do not feel comfortable performing a manual transfer
 Does not pass the Pre-Handling Check

